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Residency

NUCLEAR MEDICINE RESIDENCY. July, 1990. Comprehensive imaging/RIA/therapy program in 3 hospitals with 2800 total beds. Mobile imaging for 216 ICU beds. Large pediatric population. Strong cardiovascular emphasis. State-of-the-art instrumentation including SPECT and computer processing. Training includes rotations in NMR, PET, and CT/ultrasound. Contact: Warren H. Moore, MD, Department of Radiology, Baylor College of Medicine, One Baylor Plaza, Houston, TX 77030. Baylor College of Medicine is an equal opportunity A/A employer.

U of Cal, Irvine has RESIDENCY/FELLOWSHIP position available July 1, 1990. This program is an integrated one between UCI Med Center and Long Beach Med Center and is accredited for the Board of Nuclear Medicine as well as special competence in nuclear radiology. Involvement with all aspects of nuclear medicine including routine SPECT studies. Exposure to PET and other relevant diagnostic imaging modalities possible. Contact: P. Braunstein, MD, Professor of Radiological Sciences, UCI Medical Center, 300 University Rd., Irvine, CA 92612. The University of California is an Affirmative Action, Equal Opportunity Employer.

Radiologist

CHIEF OF NUCLEAR MEDICINE. The University of California, Los Angeles. Medicine has a full-time faculty position available in the Nuclear Medicine Division of the Department of Radiology. Appointment will be open to Associate or Full Professor level. Candidates must be Board certified in nuclear medicine, eligible for licensure in California, and have an academic and clinical background in nuclear medicine. Please forward a curriculum vitae, a letter outlining background and interests in teaching/research, and the names and addresses of five references to: C. John Rosenquist, MD, Chairman, Department of Radiology, University of California, 430 S. Moorpark Rd., Los Angeles, CA 90095. Applications for this position will be accepted through December 31, 1990. The University of California is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer and encourages applications from members of minority groups and women.

Faculty

FACULTY MEMBERS. The Department of Radiology's Division of Nuclear Medicine is recruiting faculty members with expertise, interest, and leadership in: cardiovascular nuclear medicine, MCI and PET; therapy with unsealed radioisotopes including monoclonal antibodies; SPECT and PET of the CNS. The Division operates three facilities with a total of 14 cameras, 4 single head SPECT units included. Plans exist for the division to function as a fully comprehensive nuclear medicine center. A multidisciplinary SPECT unit and PET/CT facility is planned. Please send CV and brief outline of ways in which you would contribute to our program to: George N. Stikannakis, MD, Director, Division of Nuclear Medicine (D-57), University of Miami School of Medicine, PO Box 016993, Miami, FL 33101. University of Miami is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

Technologist

NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGIST. The Richmond VAMC, an 800 bed teaching facility, has an immediate staff position in their growing and progressive department. Located in central Virginia, two hours from Washington, DC, the beach and the mountains, with a moderate cost of living. Applicants must possess a Bachelor's Degree in nuclear medicine and be registered/registered eligible. Competitive salary and benefits. Relocation expenses are authorized. Call or send resume to: Michael H. Hackett, Chief, Nuclear Medicine Service (IT), Richmond VAMC, 1205 Broad Rock Blvd., Richmond, VA 23229. (804) 230-335. McGuire VA Medical Center is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.

NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGIST. Wausau Hospital Center, a 365-bed, acute care regional trauma center, located in central Wisconsin, has an immediate opening for a full-time staff nuclear medicine technologist. This is a day shift position with rotating call every 5th week, weekends, and holidays. Responsibilities include planar and SPECT imaging, radiopharmaceutical preparations, and computer processing. Qualified candidate must be registered or registry eligible. We offer an excellent salary and flex benefits. For immediate consideration call: (715) 447-2000 or (800) 283-2881. Wausau Hospital Center, 333 Pine Ridge Blvd., Wausau, WI 54406. (For additional opportunities, call the Employment Opportunity Line at (715) 447-2277.) EOE.

NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNICIAN. Full-time position with Grady Memorial Hospital. GMH is located 40 minutes from the Oak Creek metro area, in SW Oklahoma. We offer a competitive wage and benefits package. Send resume to: Personnel, GMH, 2220 Iowa, Chickasha, OK 73018.

NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNICIAN. Immediate full-time Sr. level leadership position. Strong cardiovascular emphasis. ARRT, CNMT registered. Generous benefits and salary. Send resume to: Dr. Gottlieb and Block, 150 NW 14th St., Suite 1, Miami, FL 33136. EOE.


NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGIST. VAMC Martinez, CA, affiliated with UC-Davis, has openings for staff imaging technologists. Medical center has state-of-the-art equipment and actively participates in cardiac research program. Additional opening for technologist to serve as Asst. Radiation Safety Officer. Includes support of imaging and radiation safety in research, nuclear medicine, x-ray equipment, and radiopharmaceutical therapies. Salaries competitive with NTE level. Area near UC Davis. Send resume to: VAMC Martinez, 150 Muir Rd., Martinez, CA 94553. (415) 228-6800. Ext. 628. Must be US citizen. EOE.

Nationwide: Considering a change? Let out 10 years of placement experience help your locate the best opportunity. Supervisory and staff positions available at our facilities: NUCLEAR MEDICINE'S full-time positions throughout the US. Attractive salaries, vacation, and relocation assistance included. Please send resume to: New Short Term Travel Assignments, 1-(800) StarMed. EOE.

Becoming a Nuclear Medicine Technologist (registered) for bay area outpatient practice. 5 years experience with 3 years supervisory experience preferred. If you are seeking a challenge of a new environment, contact: Malcolm Powell, MD at (415) 664-7400.
FACULTY POSITION
ASSOCIATE CLINICAL DIRECTOR

Faculty position for associate clinical director of nuclear medicine and nuclear cardiology. Emory University Hospital is currently seeking an individual with prior experience in academic nuclear medicine and ABNM or ABR-SCNR certification.

Contact Naomi Alazraki, MD or Andrew Taylor, MD for more information (404) 727-4843.

Curriculum Vitae may be directed to:

Division of Nuclear Medicine
Emory Univ. Hospital
1364 Clifton Rd., NE
Atlanta, GA 30322.

Emory University is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

STAFFING SPECIALISTS

Specializing in Diagnostic Imaging and Nuclear Medicine Personnel

- Temporary Staffing Service
- Nationwide Recruitment Service

- highly qualified, experienced technologists on a PRN basis
- recruiting services for permanent positions at a fraction of your recruiting costs
- assistance in eliminating revenue loss due to staffing shortages

For information regarding the services call 813-461-9642

FACULTY POSITION
ASSOCIATE CLINICAL DIRECTOR

Our Ireland Cancer Center offers a unique opportunity for an experienced technologist to join our PET facility.

Responsibilities include assisting in the administration of radiopharmaceuticals, performing quality assurance, and operating, maintaining and managing PET cameras.

Qualified candidates must be a board certified Nuclear Medicine Technologist (CNMT or ARRT), and have proven clinical experience in a clinical setting, including radiopharmacy, stress imaging and computer analysis. A bachelor's degree is preferred.

We offer a competitive salary and benefits package including medical, dental, day care, fitness center and more! For consideration, submit resume to Vickie Holop, Employment Specialist, or call (216) 844-3861.

university hospitals
of cleveland
2074 abington road
Cleveland, Ohio 44106

an equal opportunity employer M/F/V
Nuclear Medicine Technologists

St. Mary’s Hospital and Medical Center has been an integral part of San Francisco for over 130 years. Operated by the Sisters of Mercy, this 530-bed teaching hospital provides its staff with on-going training programs & modern state-of-the-art facilities.

We are currently seeking Nuclear Med Techs to perform all procedures. We require Registration and/or Certification coupled with one year of experience. In addition to becoming a key member of this highly acclaimed program and enjoying the cultural advantages of this wonderful City By The Bay, you’ll enjoy a generous benefit package as well as an excellent salary.

Motivated professionals are encouraged to apply by sending a detailed resume to: St. Mary’s Personnel Office, 2255 Hayes Street, San Francisco, California 94117. For further information, please call Personnel (415) 750-5555. EOE.

Nuclear Medicine Physician

The Andre Meyer Department of Physics-Nuclear Medicine at the Mount Sinai Medical Center, New York is seeking an experienced Board-certified nuclear medicine physician to participate in the department’s programs including clinical practice, resident and postgraduate training and research. A PET center is in development and programs exist in radiochemistry, computers, labeled blood elements, bone densitometry, neuro, cardiac, bone and tumor imaging. Send c.v. and letter of interest to Stanley J. Goldsmith, MD, Director, Department of Physics-Nuclear Medicine, Box 1141, The Mount Sinai Medical Center, One Gustave L. Levy Place, New York, NY 10029-6574. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

ORAU Training Courses

Oak Ridge Associated Universities (ORAU) announces their 1990 schedule of professional training courses. The laboratory-oriented courses, of one to five weeks duration, will include:

- Safe Use of Radionuclides
- Internal Dosimetry for Fixed Nuclear Facilities
- Applied Health Physics
- Radiopharmaceutical Internal Dose Calculation Techniques
- Gamma Spectroscopy
- Air Sampling for Radioactive Materials

Since 1948, ORAU’s Professional Training Programs has trained over 20,000 regulators, health physicists, researchers, and educators in the detection, measurement, and safe handling of radiation materials.

For more information on these courses, write:
Registrar, Professional Training Programs
Oak Ridge Associated Universities
P.O. Box 117, Oak Ridge, TN 37831-0117
Telephone: (615) 576-3576.

Nuclear Medicine Technologist

Eastern Maine Medical Center, a sophisticated, 416-bed facility serving half the state of Maine with virtually every medical specialty, is seeking a Nuclear Medicine Technologist. Our Nuclear Medicine Department has three gamma cameras including one with SPECT capabilities. A full range of diagnostic and therapeutic procedures are performed and cross training is provided in other imaging modalities.

Competitive salary and benefit package while living in the midst of four season recreation.

For more information, please contact Steve Conrad, Employment Representative, Eastern Maine Medical Center, 489 State Street, Bangor, ME 04401, (207) 945-7868.

Or ring our 24-hour talking ad
1-800-444-EMMC
An equal opportunity employer.

Eastern Maine Medical Center
NUCLEAR MEDICINE
TRAINING PROGRAMS

UNIVERSITY AT BUFFALO
STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

- Two year nuclear medicine residency program.
- Fellowship in nuclear oncology/monoclonal antibody research and cardiology.
- One year nuclear medicine programs for qualified radiologists.
- Five year track programs combining nuclear medicine with radiology or internal medicine leading to board eligibility in both specialties.

The programs offer a comprehensive exposure to research and to all aspects of nuclear medicine.

For further information and applications for:
July 1, 1990, contact:
Joseph A. Prezio, MD, F.A.C.P.
Clinical Professor and Chairman
SUNY/Buffalo Nuclear Medicine
20 Diefendorf Annex
3435 Main Street
Buffalo, NY 14214

AA/EOE

Nuclear Medicine Physician
Nuclear Medicine Physician with interest and qualifications in pathology is needed for an expanding and progressive practice in all aspects of nuclear medicine, including SPECT. Qualified applicants should send CV to: B. Kashlan, MD, Terre Haute MedLab, PO Box 1468, Terre Haute, IN 47808, (812) 232-9557.

Equal Opportunity Employer

NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGIST

Booth Memorial Medical Center is a progressive 487-bed teaching hospital and regional trauma center. Our roots in the community extend back to 1957 when the doors to a 210-bed hospital first opened. While we have more than doubled in size and have expanded our services, Booth Memorial's philosophy has not changed. Booth Memorial still enjoys a fine relationship and reputation with the communities it serves. At the present time we are recruiting for a nuclear medicine technologist. This unique position offers an excellent salary and benefit package as well as day hours only — Monday to Friday, 8:00 am to 5:00 pm. No call. No weekends. Come visit us, see the department, and meet other professionals in the department. For more information contact: Katherine Kennedy, Employment Manager, Booth Memorial Medical Center, 56-45 Main St., Flushing, NY 11355. (718) 559-7324. EOE.

Integrated Nuclear Medicine Residency
Department of Nuclear Medicine, Albert Einstein College of Medicine/Montefiore Medical Center, offers a 4-year accredited Nuclear Medicine residency program. Direct entry upon completion of medical school. Year 1 and Year 2 provide prerequisite training in Medicine and Radiology followed by 2 years in Nuclear Medicine with an elective extra year. Contact M. Blaufox, M.D., Department of Nuclear Medicine, Albert Einstein College of Medicine, 1300 Morris Park Ave., Bronx, NY 10461

Nuclear Medicine Technologist
Anderson Memorial Hospital, a 560-bed regional medical center, has an immediate opening for a staff technologist in nuclear medicine.

Our nuclear medicine department has three gamma cameras plus thyroid uptake equipment which allows a full range of diagnostic and therapeutic procedures.

Anderson, South Carolina is located midway between Atlanta, Georgia and Charlotte, North Carolina, on beautiful Lake Hartwell. Our area offers a quality life style in a four season setting. For more information contact:
Virginia Suggs, Employment Manager
Anderson Memorial Hospital
800 North Pant St. • Anderson, SC 29621 • (803) 261-1162

Equal Opportunity Employer
**RADIOPHARMACIST**

A licensed radiopharmacist is required for both routine clinical and research applications of radiopharmaceuticals. The candidate should have a PhD in nuclear pharmacology, several years experience and a proven publication record. The City of Hope has an active pre-clinical and clinical program utilizing monoclonal antibodies for diagnosis and therapy of cancer. Involvement of the radiopharmacist in this program is expected.

The individual will oversee and perform all dispensing and formulation of radiopharmaceuticals at the City of Hope. The radiopharmacist will also participate in the development of new investigative drugs—particularly monoclonal antibodies. These procedures include the determination of the yields of various radioactive labeling methods and the investigation of the stability of new radioactive drugs in vitro and in vivo. The individual will oversee biodistribution studies and be the lead person in the preparation of INDs for radioimmunodiagnosis and radioimmunotherapy.

Interested parties should send a current CV and letter of inquiry to: Lawrence E. Williams, PhD, Imaging Physicist, Division of Radiology, City of Hope National Medical Center, 1500 E. Duarte Road, Duarte, CA 91010. (818) 359-8111 Ext. 8252

An equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.

---

**Call for Abstracts, Scientific Exhibits and Works-in-Progress for the Technologist Program**

The 1990 Scientific and Teaching Sessions Committee solicits the submission of abstracts from members and nonmembers of The Society of Nuclear Medicine for the 37th Annual Meeting in Washington, DC. Abstracts accepted for the program will be published in the June issue of the Journal of Nuclear Medicine Technology. Works-in-Progress will be published in the September issue of the Journal of Nuclear Medicine Technology. Original contributions on a variety of topics related to nuclear medicine will be considered, including:

- **INSTRUMENTATION AND DATA ANALYSIS**
- **RADIOASSAY**
- **RADIOPHARMACEUTICAL CHEMISTRY**
- **DOSEMETRY/RADIOBIOLOGY**
- **NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE**
- **CLINICAL SCIENCE APPLICATIONS**
  - Bone/Joint
  - Cardiovascular (clinical and basic)
  - Endocrine
  - Gastroenterology
  - Neurology (clinical and basic)
  - Oncology (non-antibody)
  - Oncology/Immunology (antibody)

Authors seeking publication for the full text of their papers are strongly encouraged to submit their work to JNM for immediate review.

**Deadline for receipt of Abstracts is Thursday, January 11, 1990.**

**Deadline for receipt of Scientific Exhibits is Thursday, January 18, 1990.**

**Deadline for receipt of Works-in-Progress is Friday, April 6, 1990.**

At the 1990 Annual Meeting, cash awards will be given to the three best papers. First prize is $500, second prize $150, and third prize $100.

The official abstract form may be obtained from the October, 1989 issue of JNM or by calling or writing:

*The Society of Nuclear Medicine*

**AII: Abstracts**

136 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10016-5760

Tel: (212)889-5717
Fax: (212)865-6221

---

**Nuclear Medicine Technologist**

**San Diego Area**

Sharp Memorial Hospital is a division of Sharp Healthcare, San Diego’s oldest and largest, not-for-profit healthcare facility. Our 415-tertiary care center is dedicated to professional excellence and quality patient care.

Our Nuclear Medicine Department has a full-time position available for an individual with a CNMT license. Previous experience is strongly preferred.

We offer an outstanding salary and benefits package. Send resume or contact: Human Resources Employment, 7901 Frost St., San Diego, CA 92123. (619)541-3222. EOE.

SHARP

Memorial Hospital
Educate your patients with
SNM’s Patient Information Pamphlets

A Patient’s Guide to Nuclear Medicine

Well illustrated, this 16-page pamphlet explains what nuclear medicine is, how the procedures are performed, and how they can help in the early detection of disease.

Divided into 3 sections, the guide opens with a general overview of nuclear medicine. A question-and-answer section follows, addressing such topics as safety, the benefits of nuclear medicine procedures, pre- and post-instructions, and testing of pregnant women and children. The third section explains some of the more commonly performed procedures such as bone, liver, lung, heart, and thyroid uptake scans.

16 pp; 5½ × 8½; in 2 colors; 25¢ per pamphlet; minimum order: 100 copies

Guidelines for Patients Receiving Radioiodine Treatment

Prepared in collaboration with the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, this 8-page pamphlet answers patients’ questions about home care after receiving radioiodine treatment for thyroid conditions.

Easy-to-read language outlines important precautions patients can follow to help reduce radiation exposure to others. It also contains a checklist that physicians can review with their patients to determine which guidelines are appropriate for them and how they should be followed.

8 pp; 5½ × 8½; in 2 colors; 30¢ per pamphlet; minimum order: 25 copies

Healthcare professionals in private practice, hospitals, and clinics will find that these pamphlets provide a brief, attractive, and inexpensive way to educate patients and their families about the importance and safety of nuclear medicine procedures.

TO ORDER: Single copies are available for review at $1.50 each. All prices include postage and handling. Prepayment required in U.S. funds drawn on U.S. banks only. Make checks payable to: The Society of Nuclear Medicine. Prices are in U.S. dollars and subject to change without notice.

THE SOCIETY OF NUCLEAR MEDICINE
Book Order Dept., 136 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10016-6760
You are cordially invited to join
The Society of Nuclear Medicine and the
Technologist Section

The Society of Nuclear Medicine (SNM) is a multi-disciplinary organization of physicians, physicists, chemists, radiopharmacists, technologists, and others interested in the diagnostic, therapeutic, and investigational use of radiopharmaceuticals.

The Technologist Section of The Society of Nuclear Medicine is a scientific organization formed with, but operating autonomously from, the Society to promote the continued development and improvement of the art and science of nuclear medicine technology. Membership in the Section is open to any member of the Society regardless of category, who can provide evidence of training and/or experience in nuclear medicine technology that is satisfactory to the Membership Committee of the Section.

Benefits of Membership

- Receipt of the quarterly publication the Journal of Nuclear Medicine Technology and monthly The Journal of Nuclear Medicine.
- The right to hold elective office in the Section and SNM.
- Local networking with regional chapters and representation through the National Council and the Board of Trustees.
- Legislative representation on both local and national issues.
- An Annual Meeting each year, which includes scientific and continuing education sessions, workshops, and scientific and technical exhibits at member discounts.
- Books, educational aids, and audiovisuals at member discounts.
- Awards for outstanding achievements, and contributions to the technologist meetings, publications, and exhibits.
- Enrollment in the computerized continuing education accounting system (VOICE).

For more information, contact the Membership Department at:

The Society of Nuclear Medicine
136 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10016-6760
(212)889-0717

Contributions or gifts to The Society of Nuclear Medicine, Inc. are not deductible as charitable contributions for federal income tax purposes. Dues payments may be deductible by members as an ordinary and necessary business expense.
The MIRD Primer for Absorbed Dose Calculations was prepared by the MIRD Committee to provide a fresh explanation of the MIRD schema with examples designed to illustrate applications.

The text is divided into four parts: the Primer, Examples of the Use of the MIRD Schema, The Collected Absorbed Dose Estimate Reports, and Appendices.

Part 1 offers a detailed explanation of the MIRD method.

Part 2 amplifies this explanation with examples designed to illustrate applications beginning with relatively simple problems and working up to more complex ones.

Part 3 contains previously published MIRD absorbed dose estimates, now readily assembled in one book, that have been revised and edited for this publication.


The MIRD Primer also contains a substantive index, a detailed glossary and list of symbols, and for your handy reference calculation tables on the inside front and back covers; 128 pp.

This text is an invaluable reference tool for everyone who is involved in nuclear medicine research and practice!

ORDER NOW!
$35.00 per copy for members; $50.00 for non-members. Add $2.50 postage and handling for each book ordered. If ordering in bulk quantities, contact the Order Dept. for postage fees. Prepayment is required in US funds drawn on US banks only. No foreign funds are accepted. For payments made in US dollars but drawn on a foreign bank, add a bank processing fee of $4.50 for Canadian bank drafts or $40.00 for all other foreign bank drafts. Check or purchase order must accompany all orders. Make checks payable to:

The Society of Nuclear Medicine, Book Order Dept.
136 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10016-6760
(212)889-0717
Chromatography of Technetium-99m Radiopharmaceuticals
—A Practical Guide

By Philip J. Robbins

To provide up-to-date information about the most accurate procedures for ensuring quality control of radiopharmaceuticals, The Society of Nuclear Medicine has published Chromatography of Technetium-99m Radiopharmaceuticals—A Practical Guide.

This important manual offers readers a collection of miniaturized chromatographic methods for the rapid and precise determination of the radiochemical purity of commonly used Tc-99m radiopharmaceuticals.

Topics covered include the nature and source of impurities, principles and classic techniques of chromatography, methods for counting miniature chromatographic strips, and pitfalls of miniature methods and how to avoid them. Also contained herein is a listing of each radiopharmaceutical with the USP criteria for radiochemical purity, typical scans of impure products, and standards and interlaboratory comparisons for miniaturized systems.

Prepared to aid nuclear medicine personnel in implementing voluntary quality-assurance programs, the material may also be used as a training resource for individuals preparing for professional licensure and certification.

Ordering Information:
Add $2.50 postage and handling for each book ordered. Prepayment required in U.S. funds drawn on U.S. banks only. For payments made in U.S. dollars, but drawn on a foreign bank, add a bank processing fee of $4.50 for Canadian bank drafts or $40.00 for all other foreign bank drafts. Check or purchase order must accompany all orders. Make checks payable to: The Society of Nuclear Medicine. Prices are in U.S. dollars and are subject to change without notice.

The Society of Nuclear Medicine, Book Order Dept. 1287J, 136 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10016-6760, (212)889-0717
New Products

Total Body Bone Densitometer

Lunar Radiation has received FDA 510K registration for total-body applications software used with its second generation DPX bone densitometer. This feature provides bone density results for the total skeleton and nine subregions. Total body scans also provide total body and regional soft-tissue composition. The DPX uses a constant-potential x-ray tube and K-edge filtration to give a coherent beam of 40 and 70 keV radiation for dual energy x-ray absorptiometry. DPX total body scans take only 10 min, have a low radiation dose, and excellent precision in vivo. Localized DPX scans of the proximal femur and lumbar spine require 3 min and 5 min, respectively, and provide 1% precision. The total body measurements obviate questions of how representative local measurements are, yet they provide specificity for regions, such as the spine, with a low precision error. Lunar Radiation Corp., 313 W. Beltline Hwy., Madison WI 53713. 1(800)445-8627.

Circle Reader Service No. 101

PET Unit

Shimadzu Medical Systems announces the launch of its sophisticated Headrome IV SET-1400W positron emission tomograph unit. The SET-1400W is a whole body imaging unit designed to study brain and heart functions, as well as other biological functions. Specifically, it is designed to detect functional abnormalities such as brain and heart infarct, brain tumors, and neurological diseases including dementia, Huntington’s and Alzheimer’s disease. The Headtome IV detector system utilizes bismuth germanate oxide crystals. The system has a 4-ring detector system consisting of 96 detector units per ring. With eight BGO crystals on each unit, the total number of crystals is 3072. The detector system is configured to produce high spatial resolution (4.5 mm FWHM) and high sensitivity imaging. With the SET-1400W, the patient is administered position emitting radiopharmaceuticals, which are recorded and presented as tomographic images. Unlike other PET systems, the Headtome IV is designed to provide linear body scans, which slow planar distribution of isotopes. This linear image allows for precise positioning of patients and is helpful in selecting specific imaging areas. The unit offers a compact design with a user friendly control console for ease of installation and operation. Shimadzu Medical Systems, 101 W. Walnut St., Gardena, CA 90248-3130.

Circle Reader Service No. 103

Color Video Printer

Eastman Kodak Company has unveiled a second generation color video printer. Because today many people require convenient access to hard copies of video or digital images for training, education, identification, and other image management applications, the Kodak SV6510 color video printer couples patented continuous-tone thermal print technology with many new features designed to support user needs. New features include a wired remote connector, a capability for printing multiple copies of individual images, switchable full-color/black-and-white printing, and a single image/quad image selector switch. The printer also allows users to make RGB, black level, contrast, and color balance adjustments. The single image/quad selector switch increases the flexibility of the video printer. In single image mode, a 4 x 5.2-in print with ¼-in borders is made. When the quad mode is selected, the image area is divided into four pictures. The printer is also designed for use with a broad range of video and digital input sources. It accepts both standard NTSC and RGB video signals. The Kodak SV6510 has a high tolerance to missing sync pulses on video inputs. It will accept wider RGB sync input voltages, from .2 to 5 volts. A force capture switch will allow the printer to capture an image even if it is unable to determine which field the image should be in. Users can also crop images with a new narrow/ wide border switch. Eastman Kodak Company, 343 State St., Rochester, NY 14650. Attn. Michael D. Sullivan.

Circle Reader Service No. 102

Renal Function Analysis Package

Three quantitative methods for renal function analysis are incorporated into GE’s updated, menu-driven software package. They are Gates, Schlegel, and Tauxe-Dubovsky methods. The Gates method calculates total and differential glomerular filtration rates, individual percent contributions, normalized total GFR, and age-adjusted GFR values. This method now incorporates a pre- and post-syringe count, along with a Gates Adaptor, for accurate measurement of syringe counts. The Schlegel method features 131I Hippuran flow analysis for determining individual kidney contributions, global and differential effective renal plasma flow, expected normal ERPF, along with normal and predicted results. A technetium analysis combined with Hippuran can estimate filtration fractions and GFR using the Schlegel method. It calculates individual FFs, total and individual kidney GFRs, individual kidney percent contributions, and normal, total GFR. The Tauxe-Dubovsky method provides an estimate of global ERPF based on a single blood sampling and using 131I or 123I Hippuran. It also calculates global and differential ERPFs, individual kidney percent contribution, and corrected ERPF. In addition the Tauxe-Dubovsky method includes an available bladder analysis program. GE Company, PO Box 414, Milwaukee, WI 53201. Attn. Tim Riesterer.

Circle Reader Service No. 104
Introducing the Heart of the Nuclear Network!

MaxDELTA 1000

MaxDELTA 1000® is the latest high-speed, 32-bit computer from Siemens. Configured with a stand-alone camera, or as an add-on to any existing system, MaxDELTA 1000 gives you powerful turnkey capability, and flexible expansion with instant connectivity to additional DELTA family computer products, such as MicroDELTA, DELTAvision, and DELTAmanager.

The pulse of the MaxDELTA 1000 is controlled by a new Operating program that sharpens your technical edge, assuring the highest staff productivity and best patient management, while providing you with the diagnostic confidence you expect from Siemens…world leader in nuclear medicine!

MaxDELTA 1000 Systems feature:
• High-speed, multi-task 32-bit MicroVAX II®
• Simultaneous acquisition and processing, including SPECT.
• Ethernet expandability.
• Large storage capacity with 159 Mbyte Winchester Disk.
• System Manager display terminal.
• CLINIC, SPECT and Systems Manager software.

MaxDELTA 1000… the beat gets stronger!

Siemens Medical Systems, Inc.
2501 Barrington Road
Hoffman Estates, IL 60195
(708) 304-7252
INVESTING FOR YOUR FUTURE

Roche Professional Service Centers
provide an extensive line of quality nuclear pharmacy products and services...and we're...

expanding to service your growing needs

For additional information contact your local Medi-Physics Territory Manager, Roche Professional Service Center or call 1-800-MEDI-123.

Roche Professional Service Centers
a subsidiary of Hoffmann-La Roche Inc.

Roche Professional Service Centers Inc.
140 East Ridgewood Avenue
Paramus, NJ 07652

medi+physics

a subsidiary of Hoffmann-La Roche Inc.

Medi-Physics, Inc.
140 East Ridgewood Avenue
Paramus, NJ 07652
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**Information for Classified Advertisers—1989**

**POLICY:** *The Journal of Nuclear Medicine* and the *Journal of Nuclear Medicine Technology* accept classified advertisements from medical institutions, groups, suppliers, and qualified specialists in nuclear medicine. Acceptance is limited to Positions Open, Positions Wanted, Equipment Available, Equipment Wanted, and Seminars. We reserve the right to decline, withdraw, or modify advertisements that are not relevant to our readership.

**LINE-ADS:** $15.00 (JNM) or $14.00 (JNMT) per line or fraction of line (approx. 50 characters per line, including spaces). Please allow 28 characters for the first line which will appear in capital letters. Special rates for SNM members on Positions Wanted: $10.00 per line. **Note:** Box numbers are available for the cost of the two lines required.

**EXAMPLES**

| NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGIST: Registered or registry eligible technologist to work in private office. Special emphasis on nuclear cardiology. Salary negotiable. Send resume to: Box 1263, The Society of Nuclear Medicine, 136 Madison Ave., 8th Fl., New York, NY 10016-6760. EO. | Cost: 6 lines $15.00 = $90.00 (JNM) | Cost: 6 lines $14.00 = $84.00 (JNMT) |

**WITH BOX NUMBER**

| 6½" wide x 9½" high | 3¼" wide x 9½" high | 6½" wide x 4¼" high | ¾" wide x 4¼" high | ¾" wide x 2½" high |

**RATES:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JNM</th>
<th>JNMT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full page</td>
<td>$1105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half page</td>
<td>650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarter</td>
<td>430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eighth</td>
<td>365</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Publisher-set charges: page $100; half page $75; quarter page $40; eighth page $25.*

**TERMS:** Payment or an authorized Purchase Order must accompany order. Make check payable, in U.S. dollars on U.S. banks only, to: The Society of Nuclear Medicine. Note: 15% agency commission is offered on display ads only.

**FREQUENCY:** *The Journal of Nuclear Medicine* is a monthly and the *Journal of Nuclear Medicine Technology* is a quarterly, published in March, June, September, and December.
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Fundamentals of Nuclear Medicine
2nd Edition
Edited by Naomi P. Alazraki, MD and Fred S. Mishkin, MD

Fundamentals of Nuclear Medicine, 2nd Edition, provides physicians, physicians-in-training, scientists, and technologists with a comprehensive introduction to the basic principles of nuclear medicine, including the most recent advances in this fast-changing field.

Following the format of the acclaimed first edition, the editors have revised and expanded each chapter, adding major new sections on PET imaging, diagnostic decision making, parathyroid and adrenal imaging, and bone density measurement. In addition, several new scan images and graphs serve to illustrate the text.

Fundamentals of Nuclear Medicine fills the need for a current basic text to acquaint practitioners and students with the possibilities and limitations of nuclear medicine in detecting and evaluating common disorders. It is essential to all those who want an understanding of this rapidly evolving technology as it emerges from the investigative to the clinical stage.

Completely Revised and Updated
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Some things you expect to outgrow.
A Thyroid Uptake System shouldn't be one of them.

Now, there's a Thyroid Uptake System that won't become obsolete the moment your department needs change. The new Capintec THYROID UPTAKE SYSTEM 1000 is designed to do the job today with an eye on tomorrow...no matter what your performance requirements.

The Capintec Thyroid Uptake System 1000 provides the most demanding nuclear medicine departments with the most complete System available since the move from Rectilinear Scanners to the Gamma Camera.

Key to the System 1000's outstanding performance capabilities is an IBM PS/2 Computer® with Multichannel Analyzer board* and the flexible EXCEL® software package. Now, you can automatically set up the MCA without all the manipulation required by lesser systems. What's more, the System 1000 can be expanded to include Capintec's Nuclear Medicine Department Manager interfaced to our Dose Calibrator. And with the addition of a lead shield and well detector crystal, the System becomes a combination Thyroid Uptake/Well Detector for even more capabilities.

For more information about the ultimate in analysis capability and performance compatibility in Thyroid Uptake Systems, call or write Capintec, Inc., 6 Arrow Road, Ramsey, N.J. 07446. (201) 825-9500, TOLL FREE: 1-800-631-3826.

At Capintec, we're working harder to make your job easier.

CAPINTEC, INC.
6 Arrow Road, Ramsey, New Jersey USA 07446
Toll Free (800) 631-3826 or (201) 825-9500
Telex: 542375 (CAPINTEC RASY)

* IBM, PS/2 are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation. *EXCEL is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. *MCA is manufactured for Capintec by Canberra Industries, Inc.
HOT LAB MANAGEMENT:
- Syringe Labels
- Disposal Records
- Inventory Control
- Unit Dose Database
- Generates Daily Reports
- Generator and Kit Preparation
- Ordering & Receiving Unit Doses
- Decays All Radiopharmaceuticals and Doses
- Performs Thin Layer Chromatography
- Calculates Linearity & Constancy Tests
- Radioactive Shipment Receiving Reports

DEPARTMENT MANAGEMENT:
- Teaching File
- Reminder File
- Stores Department Data
- Health Physics Program
- Calculates Budgetary Information
- Calculates Department Statistics
- Productivity & Efficiency Programs
- Stores Department's Procedure Manual
- Quality Assurance & Quality Control Programs

PATIENT MANAGEMENT:
- Patient Scheduling
- Monthly and Yearly Statistics
- Networking System Availability
- Adaptable to Department's Needs
- Creates Hard Copy of Patient Doses
- Inhouse, Unit Doses, and Central Pharmacy
- Displays Data Numerically &/or Graphically
- Generates Teaching File of Interesting Cases
- Analyzes Quality Assurance for JCAH Documentation

It's time to take the next step...
The Society of Nuclear Medicine presents Nuclear Medicine: Self-Study Program I, the first volume of a comprehensive series that will cover all areas of nuclear medicine. Nowhere else will you find the most recent innovations in the field, and nowhere else will you find the material in such an easy to use and understandable format.

Nuclear Medicine: Self-Study Program I is the successor to the highly acclaimed Nuclear Medicine Review Syllabus, which reviewed the major advances in nuclear medicine in the 1970's. Nuclear Medicine Review Syllabus, under the editorship of Peter Kirchner, MD, sold 4,000 copies, more than any other SNM title for nuclear medicine physicians.

Nuclear Medicine: Self-Study Program I covers the advances in nuclear medicine since the publication of the Nuclear Medicine Review Syllabus, and features many of the same contributors.

You will find that Nuclear Medicine: Self-Study Program I is unsurpassed in helping you keep abreast of the latest advances and is an excellent resource for your teaching responsibilities. It is, of course, invaluable as preparation for board and recertification exams.

If you are a physician, scientist or technologist who needs to review his knowledge of nuclear medicine, or one who wants to know more about this cutting edge of medicine, order your copy today.

ACT NOW!

The Society of Nuclear Medicine
SSPI
136 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10016-6760

Name ____________________________

Institution ________________________

Address __________________________

City/State/Province Zip/Postal Code _______________

$90 Member $115 Non-member $ Check Enclosed

$75 Resident/Technologist $ Charge to Credit Card $ Purchase Order Enclosed

Visa ____________________________ Expiry Date ____________

MasterCard _____________________ Expiry Date ____________

Signature ________________________

Receive documentation for your records.
New excellence in dose calibration... 

Now from Atomic Products — the first dose calibrators ever to earn the ATOMLAB nameplate and the first in the industry to carry a full two-year warranty! The ATOMLAB 100 Dose Calibrator features automatic zeroing and ranging, push-button ease of operation and readings in units of Curies or Becquerels. The ATOMLAB 200 is a complete system with all the features of the 100 plus automatic inventory control, radiopharmaceutical quality assurance, future dose preparation, dot matrix plain paper printer and much more. Call or write for complete details on the ATOMLAB 100 and 200!

ATOMLAB Dose Calibrators...with unsurpassed repeatability, accuracy, linearity, geometry and an unprecedented 2-year warranty, are the right answer for nuclear medicine!
IN A FOG??

using aerosols to determine the patency of the pulmonary airway system? Use a gas (that's what the airway system is for), and Xenon (127 or 133) are gases which are safe, economical and easy to administer with the XENAMATIC™ 3000.

- Shielded for Xe 127 and Xe 133 (radiation profile available on request).
- World’s only system that allows you to study patients on Ventilators.
- Largest and most efficient Xenon trap with a built-in monitor alarm system.
- Built-in O₂ monitor with digital display and control.
- A rebreathing system that saves Xenon.
- Low breathing resistance so you can study sick patients.
- Semi-automatic operation.
- Remote Control Capability.

Get out of the FOG-making business, and call today for more information on putting gases where gases belong, with the XENAMATIC.

Also available, Model 2000.

For more information, please call or write,

DIVERSIFIED DIAGNOSTIC PRODUCTS, INC.
11603 Windfern
Houston, TX 77064
713-955-5323
Annual Meeting Abstract Submissions Form

Policies and Instructions for Abstract Submission

Please read this and the reverse page thoroughly before preparing your abstract. Because of stringent time constraints, abstracts that do not comply with these policies and instructions must be rejected.

GENERAL POLICIES

The 1990 Scientific Program Committee and the Scientific Exhibits Subcommittee welcome the submission of abstracts of original contributions in nuclear medicine from members and nonmembers of the Society of Nuclear Medicine for the 37th Annual Meeting in Washington, D.C., June 19–22, 1990.

To help you prepare your abstract, several policies have been formulated, as follows:

1. Publication of accepted abstracts
   Abstracts accepted for presentation will be published in the convention issue of The Journal of Nuclear Medicine.

2. Previously published materials
   Materials that have been or will be published prior to the SNM Annual Meeting should not be submitted as an abstract of a scientific paper. However, this rule does not apply to scientific exhibits.

3. Supporting data
   Supporting data are not required but should be submitted if, in the opinion of the contributor, the reviewer’s understanding will be enhanced. If submitted, supporting data should be limited to one page and must be stapled to each of the photocopies of the abstract to ensure that each reviewer has all of the information available.

   Abstracts of completed and ongoing (“work-in-progress”) projects will be judged and accepted or rejected on their scientific merit.

5. Changes after submission
   Abstracts are to be submitted in final format. No changes will be made on the form any time after receipt at the Central Office.

6. Editing
   On all accepted abstracts, the Scientific Program Committee reserves the right to edit those not submitted in the proper format for publication in the Journal.

7. Multiple contributions on a similar topic
   Whenever possible, multiple contributions on the same or a similar subject from the same institution should be merged into a single abstract.

8. Publication of full text
   Authors seeking publication for the full text of their papers are strongly encouraged to submit their work to The Journal of Nuclear Medicine for immediate review.

9. Day and time assignments for oral presentations cannot be changed.
   Room, time and day assignments are scheduled by the Scientific Program Committee.

SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS

1. Abstract forms
   Abstracts must be typed inside the blue rectangle on the third page of this form. Additional forms are available from the Society of Nuclear Medicine, 136 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10016-6760, telephone (212) 889-0717. Photocopies of the abstract form cannot be accepted as originals.

2. Typewriter and ribbon
   Use a 12-pitch Courier type element, or a similar element, when typing the abstract. Do not use type that simulates script. Use a carbon ribbon or a slightly used black silk ribbon (brand new ribbons smudge; old ones print too faintly). PRACTICE typing the abstract in a rectangle 4 1/4×5 3/4 inches before using this form.

3. Erasures and corrections
   DO NOT ERASE. Abstracts will be reduced photographically and will be reproduced exactly as submitted. Abstracts with smudges, errors, misspellings, poor hyphenation, skipped lines, typed-in margins, incorrect abbreviations, too-faint typing, etc. (or not conforming to prescribed rules) require retyping by the publisher at the author’s expense.

4. Format for title and body
   USE ALL CAPS for TITLE, following the example given on the following page. Use initials rather than full spelling for authors’ first and middle names. Single space all typing, but leave a space between the title block and the body of the text. Indent each paragraph three spaces. Do not indent title. Draw special symbols in black India ink.

   Make title brief, clearly indicating the nature of the investigation. Then state authors’ names and institutional affiliation. Omit degrees, titles, institutional appointments, street address, and zip code.

5. Organization of body of abstract
   Organize the body of the abstract as follows:

   A statement of the purpose of the study (preferably one sentence).

   A statement of the methods used.

   A summary of the results presented in sufficient detail to support the conclusions.

   A statement of the conclusions reached. It is not satisfactory to state, “The results will be discussed” or “other data will be presented” unless a scientific exhibit is being submitted.

   Do not use subtitles, e.g., Methods. Results.

6. Acceptance/Rejection card
   Fill out the attached card for notification of acceptance/rejection with the abstract number that appears on the form. Address the card to yourself. Stamp and return the card along with your abstract material. (Foreign submissions need not add postage.)
7. Abbreviations
Use of standard abbreviations is required. Abbreviations used in the Journal of Nuclear Medicine are preferred.

No abstract will be accepted unless the chemical identity of the radiopharmaceutical involved in the study is specified as accurately and completely as possible (for well-established radiopharmaceuticals, standard abbreviations, such as MDP, DTPA, etc., are acceptable). Abstracts in which radio-pharmaceuticals are identified only by code numbers will be automatically rejected.

8. Superscripts and subscripts
The mass number of an element should follow the elemental abbreviation on the same line and be separated by a hyphen (Te-99m). DO NOT USE SUPERSCRPTS OR SUBSCRIPTS to identify isotopes.

CHECK LIST

Before mailing, please check your abstracts for the following common errors:

- Be sure to use a 12-pitch Courier type element or equivalent with a black ribbon.
- Type title in ALL CAPS followed by a period (see example below).
- Initials must precede last name. DO NOT include degrees.
- Institutional affiliation, city, and abbreviated state are required. Use U.S. Post Office two-letter zip state abbreviations.
- Be sure that street address, zip code, degrees, and grant support are NOT listed in abstract.
- Do not begin author’s name or address on a new line. Title, author’s name, institution, city, and abbreviated state should run consecutively.
- Do not indent title.
- Leave one space between title block and text of abstract.
- Begin body of abstract on a new line; indent each paragraph three spaces.
- Do NOT blacken borders of abstract rectangle.
- Abstract must stay within rectangular borders.
- Left-hand border must be perfectly straight.
- Do NOT squeeze letters on lines.
- Smudges or faint typing may require retyping of the abstract.
- There must be no unacceptable abbreviations (see instruction #7).
- Do NOT use CAPITALS or UNDERLINE for emphasis in text of abstract.
- Check accuracy of SPELLING and HYPHENATION.
- Single space. There should be no space between lines of paragraphs in text of abstract.
- A conclusion should be stated. A hopeful promise of additional data or discussion is not satisfactory unless a scientific exhibit is being submitted.
- Be certain to designate the category and subject classification for program.
- Be sure to fill in name and address of principal author.
- Be sure to underline the name of the presenting author.

ENCLOSURES: PLEASE NOTE IMPORTANT NEW INSTRUCTIONS

- Original abstract form.
- *For scientific papers, nine (9) copies (with supporting data, if submitted, stapled behind each copy).
- *For scientific exhibits and works-in-progress, nine (9) copies (with supporting data, if submitted, stapled behind each copy).
- One self-addressed, stamped postcard with title and authors.
- Explanation of awards category.
- Self-addressed, stamped acceptance/rejection SNM postcard with abstract number

ALL MEETING ROOMS WILL BE SET WITH DUAL SCREENS AND PROJECTORS.
REQUESTS FOR ADDITIONAL AV EQUIPMENT MUST BE MADE IN WRITING BY THURSDAY, MAY 3, 1990.
LATE OR ON-SITE REQUESTS WILL BE CHARGED TO PRESENTER.

MAIL REQUESTS TO: Education and Meetings Department
Society of Nuclear Medicine
136 Madison Ave., New York, NY 10016

EXAMPLE:

Newington Children’s Hospital, Newington, CT.

This investigation was undertaken to compare the diagnostic usefulness of radionuclide bone imaging techniques to standard radiographic...
1990 Abstract Form for Scientific Papers, Scientific Exhibits and Works-in-Progress
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Washington Convention Center—Washington, DC.
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Do Not Fold or Bend This Form/Abstracts Will Be Published As Typed

TYPE ABSTRACT HERE: (BE SURE TO STAY WITHIN BORDER)

List the name, address, & telephone number of the principal author who should receive all correspondence.

Name _____________________________________________
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Division or Dept. _______________________________________

Street __________________________________________________

City __________________________ State __________ Zip _________
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Phone Number (_____)-_______

AREA CODE

Electronically transmitted facsimiles will NOT be accepted

DEADLINES

For Scientific Papers: Abstracts must be received (not postmarked) by Thursday, January 11, 1990.

For Scientific Exhibits: Abstracts must be received (not postmarked) by Thursday, January 18, 1990.

For Works-in-Progress: Abstracts must be received (not postmarked) by Friday, April 6, 1990.

Please note: Acceptance or Rejection letters will be mailed no later than the week of March 19, 1990.
This abstract is a scientific exhibit. If accepted, we will require (check only one response):

- a 39" × 59" viewbox
- a 4' × 8' posterboard
- a 10' × 10' booth for a free-form display.

DEFINITIONS
1. Scientific Papers—New Science
   A. Oral Presentation
   B. Poster Presentation
2. Scientific Exhibit—Educational/Informative Booth, Viewbox, or Poster
3. Works-in-Progress—New Science Poster only

Eligibility for Special Awards
- Cardiovascular Young Investigators
- Berson-Yallow

☐ I give permission to audiotape my presentation.

signature

☐ I DO NOT give permission to audiotape my presentation

signature

* PLEASE NOTE: IMPORTANT NEW INSTRUCTIONS.
* For scientific papers, original abstract plus nine (9) photocopies of the official abstract form.
* For Scientific Exhibits and Works-in-Progress, original abstract plus nine (9) photocopies of the official abstract form (page 1 only).
* One self-addressed, stamped postcard with title and authors should be enclosed with abstract if receipt is to be acknowledged. Note: Overseas or non-U.S. abstracts do not require return postage.

DO NOT FOLD abstract form; please mail in a large envelope using a cardboard backing. Abstracts received after the deadline will not be accepted.

Note: Supporting data are encouraged but not required for scientific papers, scientific exhibits, or works-in-progress. If submitted, supporting data must not exceed one standard 8½ × 11-inch page and be stapled to photocopy.
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ATT: Abstracts
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Conventional networks are easily configured to meet the needs of most nuclear medicine departments.

True?
At sopha we see things differently.

The conventional wisdom.

Competition is the basic premise of the conventional network. You set up a central processor with extensive functions—communication, display, archiving, hard copy—and let the units on the network compete for the processor's services. This arrangement has serious drawbacks. Processor components are expensive, and you buy them all, whatever your actual needs. As the network grows, increased competition makes the processor less efficient. And if it fails, so does the network.

A network of two...
sophyNet™ networks eliminate the central processor—and its high cost, its risk of failure, and the barrier it offers to growth. Every sophycamera and sophy computer system has the power to manage network communications. And to drive archiving devices. That enables sophyNet, in its simplest form, to consist solely of a sophisticated "token ring," with speeds from 10 up to 80 megabits/second. This basic configuration makes sophyNet feasible even for networks of...two.

...Or fifty-two.

It's easy and cost-effective to configure sophyNet to your exact requirements. The token ring supports over fifty sophy computers and sophycamera systems at full performance. And you can add a dedicated network manager. Large central archiving, PC-compatible processors. Display systems. Hard copy devices. And gateways to major networks, such as DECnet™ and Ethernet™, with coaxial, infrared, microwave, and fiber optic media. So instead of forcing your department to fit the capabilities of a conventional network, with sophyNet you can build a network that addresses your actual needs cost-effectively, as they develop.
In the future, multi-modality imaging companies will continue to dominate nuclear medicine.

True?
At sopha we see things differently.

sopha: the power of new ideas.
sopha medical has started a Clinical Performance Revolution. With the most advanced digital detector technology. High-efficiency processing. And important new developments in automation, networking, and rectangular cameras. The result? A shift in nuclear medicine's competitive balance. In favor of innovation.

sopha: the difference accessibility makes.
sopha medical believes in "open architecture." Not only as a way to take advantage of new technologies. But as a corporate philosophy. That's why it's easier to reach our top decision makers. And why our support capabilities are growing so rapidly.

sopha: the value of 100% commitment.
sopha medical's sales have quadrupled over each of the past two years. And are well on their way to tripling this year. That's because we invest all of our resources, expertise, and experience in one specialty. The same one you do.
For the newest ideas in nuclear medicine, look to the oldest national nuclear pharmacy.

Syncor is the only radiopharmacy to include quality assurance procedures in NRC license documentation—a reflection of our dedication to quality and our customer commitment.

Based on our 15 years experience, we select the highest quality radiopharmaceuticals to fill your orders. We confirm quality with extensive testing and make printed confirmations of test results available to you. We verify our service and product quality through customer surveys.

Syncor quality lets you practice nuclear medicine with the certainty that you are receiving the best radiopharmaceuticals available. For more details on our quality program, just call or send in the reader service card.

When Caring Is Called For

Syncor International Corporation
Chatsworth, California 91311
(818) 886-7400 • (800) 234-2407

Circle Reader Service No. 81
Call for Abstracts for Scientific Papers and Scientific Exhibits

The 1990 Scientific Program Committee and Scientific Exhibits Subcommittee solicit the submission of abstracts from members and nonmembers of The Society of Nuclear Medicine for the 37th Annual Meeting in Washington, DC. Abstracts accepted for the program will be published in a special supplement to the June issue of the Journal of Nuclear Medicine. Original contributions on a variety of topics related to nuclear medicine will be considered, including:

- Instrumentation and Data Analysis
- Radiogasay
- Radiopharmaceutical Chemistry
- Dosimetry/Radiobiology
- Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
- Clinical Science Applications
  - Bone/Joint
  - Cardiovascular (clinical and basic)
  - Endocrine
  - Gastroenterology
  - Neurology (clinical and basic)
  - Oncology (non-antibody)
  - Immunology (antibody)

- Pediatrics
- Pulmonary
- Renal/Electrolyte/Hypertension
- Hematology/Infectious Disease

Authors seeking publication for the full text of their papers are strongly encouraged to submit their work to JNM for immediate review.

Deadline for receipt of abstracts for Scientific Papers is Thursday, January 11, 1990.

Deadline for receipt of abstracts for Scientific Exhibits is Thursday, January 18, 1990.

The official abstract form may be obtained from the October, 1989 issue of JNM or by calling or writing:

The Society of Nuclear Medicine
Att: Abstracts
136 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10016-6760
Tel: (212)589-0717
FAX: (212)545-0221
WHOLE BODY POSITRON SCANNER BASED ON LARGE-AREA POSITION-SENSITIVE DETECTORS

- Equal resolution in all 3 directions combined with fine axial sampling allows reslicing into coronal, sagittal and oblique sections.

- Large axial field of view (12.8 cm) and no gantry motion, such as wobbling, permits gated cardiac imaging and fast dynamic studies without sampling problems.

- 64 transverse slices and 2 mm spacing gives superior quantitative accuracy by eliminating partial volume effect.

- Superior energy resolution of sodium iodide detector material allows use of large acceptance angle without septa for high sensitivity and low scatter fraction.
AMR's AccuSync provides R-wave detection with precision and reliability. The finest R-wave Triggering device available for computerized gated cardiac studies.

**AccuSync-5L Features**
- Isolation Amplifier for Patient Safety.
- Digital CRT Monitor.
- ECG Strip Chart Recorder.
- Heart Rate/R-R int.
- Trigger Pulse LED.
- Trigger Control for Ease of Lead Placement and Precise Location of Trigger Pulse.
- R-Trigger Output, Compatible with all Computers.
- No Delay.
- ECG Output
- Playback Mode. (optional)
- Event Marker. (optional)
- Audio Indicator.

**MODEL**

AccuSync-6L

AccuSync-IL

AccuSync-3R

**FEATURES**

All AccuSync-5L features with the exception of the Strip Chart Recorder.

All AccuSync-5L features with the exception of Digital CRT Monitor.

All AccuSync-5L features with the exception of Digital CRT Monitor and Playback Mode.

All AccuSync-3R features with the exception of the Heart Rate/R-R int. display.

**ADVANCED MEDICAL RESEARCH CORP.**

148 Research Drive/PO. Box 3094
Milford, CT 06460/Telephone: (203) 877-1610
Circle Reader Service No. 5
WHY PET PLANNING BEGINS WITH SCANDITRONIX

"Maybe I'm calling you too soon."

"But I'm not sure if we're ready for PET."

"I still have a lot of questions - costs, staffing, reimbursement, clinical utility."

"Maybe I should talk to a PET expert before I talk to you."

"But I don't know if we're really ready to buy a PET system."

"If you're thinking about PET, it isn't too soon."

"We can help you find out."

"We can help you find the answers."

"We are PET experts. We've been in the business 20 years."

"That's OK. Let's talk about PET - and worry about systems later."

Call Scanditronix today.
We'll talk with you, not at you.

SCANDITRONIX, INC.®
106 Western Avenue, P.O. Box 987, Essex, Massachusetts 01929
Telephone: 508-768 6994, Telex: 499-3087 NUCLEX, Fax: 508-768 7380
Circle Reader Service No. 73
This new publication from the MIRD committee compiles decay schemes and output tables for 242 radionuclides.

Detailed information on the intensities and energies of radiations and the mean energy emitted per nuclear transition in the decay of radionuclides in this publication provides the data needed for:

- The calculation of absorbed dose
- The assay of radioactivity
- The evaluation of radionuclide purity
- The determination of suitability of a radionuclide's decay scheme for clinical imaging, RIA, radiation therapy, and other biomedical applications.
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IMAGING IN A NEW DIMENSION
DIAGNOSTICS

SQUIBB
IMAGING IN A NEW DIMENSION

From the Squibb heritage of imaginative research have come many internationally recognized innovations such as the first ACE inhibitor and leading angiographic contrast media – as well as other significant contributions in radiology, computed tomography and nuclear medicine. In this continuing process of discovery the Diagnostics Research and Development Division plays an integral role within the prestigious Squibb Institute for Medical Research.

Today a main thrust of Squibb Research is discovery of image-enhancing agents to complement recent developments in magnetic resonance imaging. Other major foci of interest include technetium-labeled myocardial and cerebral imaging agents as well as other nuclear medicine products for the diagnostic evaluation of anatomic and physiologic processes. This research will have a substantial impact on diagnostic medicine worldwide.

At Squibb, we recognize that the therapeutics of the future will be based upon new and accurate insight into the body and its functions. It will require an equally fundamental level of diagnostic insight – based upon expansion of imaging technology into a new dimension.
For more information call Squibb Professional Services toll free: 1-800-257-5181. In New Jersey: 1-800-582-5913.
BUILD THE FUTURE'S MOST ADVANCED NUCLEAR MEDICINE DEPARTMENT TODAY...

WITH TOMORROW'S TECHNOLOGY.

Announcing the new Capintec CAPTURA™ System.

A totally integrated, modular system of outstanding product innovations and comprehensive department management capabilities.

Start with CRC-PC System. Everything from dose preparation to data analysis to patient scheduling is computerized in this dedicated system of dose calibration and patient management. Key to the CRC-PC System's outstanding performance capability is your choice of Capintec's most advanced family of radioisotope calibrators. No matter which one you choose, the CRC-PC System will support you from the placement of the purchase order, all the way through to waste disposal.

Our unique Quick-On-Call capability allows you to bypass normal daily routines, and quickly access functions necessary to dose a patient even “after hours” or for emergency procedures.

Add new Capintec equipment as your needs dictate. Look for Capintec innovations in portable monitors for radiation exposure profiling and for contamination studies. In the area of wipe testing, look for a counter that is truly capable of generating statistically meaningful data.

Add a Capintec Thyroid Uptake System 1000. It's the world's first personal computer-based Thyroid Uptake System. The System has an internal Multichannel Analyzer (MCA)* and the Excel Software Package. And together with the exceptionally easy-to-use application software, written under the Microsoft Windows Multiprogram Environment, the System virtually obsoletes all other Thyroid Uptake Systems.

What's more, with the addition of a Well Detector and lead shield, the System becomes a combination Thyroid Uptake/Well Counting System for test tube and bulk samples.
A to Z... our technical edge gets sharper! From Anger, to DIGITRAC™, to ZLC™ we've never stopped improving the Gamma Camera!

And now...

W.A.M.® The Cutting Edge in SPECT!

Up Front Technology!
The Weighted Acquisition Module is NOT a software package. It is an exclusive accessory for all Siemens Rotational cameras that interfaces directly to the DIGITRAC detector system.

Where the WHOLE Image Counts!
W.A.M. improves upon less efficient, conventional pre-selected energy windowing. The proprietary W.A.M., "realtime spatial filtering signal processor," uses each event weighted value, from every detected photon, to produce a complete image.

For Improved Image Contrast! By obviating scatter corruption, W.A.M. increases diagnostic confidence with superior image contrast and acquisition throughput by providing 2 simultaneous data sets.

W.A.M. When your image counts!

DELTAVISION, DELTASTORE, MicroDELTA, MaxDELTA, BASICAM, LEM +, ORBITER, BODYSCAN, the PET system and W.A.M.

Siemens Medical Systems, Inc.
2501 Barrington Road  Hoffman Estates, IL 60195  708-304-7252
Call for Abstracts for Works-in-Progress

The 1990 Scientific Program Committee solicits the submission of abstracts from members and nonmembers of The Society of Nuclear Medicine for the 37th Annual Meeting in Washington, DC. Works-in-Progress accepted for the program will be published in a separate on-site show directory that will be distributed to all those who attend the meeting. Original contributions on a variety of topics related to nuclear medicine will be considered, including:

- **INSTRUMENTATION AND DATA ANALYSIS**
- **RADIOASSAY**
- **RADIOPHARMACEUTICAL CHEMISTRY**
- **DOSIMETRY/RADIOBIOLOGY**
- **NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE**
- **CLINICAL SCIENCE APPLICATIONS**
  - Bone/Joint
  - Cardiovascular (clinical and basic)
  - Endocrine
  - Gastroenterology
  - Neurology (clinical and basic)
  - Oncology (non-antibody)
  - Immunology (antibody)
- **Pediatrics**
- **Pulmonary**
- **Renal/Electrolyte/Hypertension**
- **Hematology/Infectious Disease**

Authors seeking publication for the full text of their papers are strongly encouraged to submit their work to JNM for immediate review.

A complete educational program for technologists will be offered and technologists are encouraged to submit abstracts for their work for consideration.

**Deadline for Works-In-Progress is Friday, April 6, 1990**

The official abstract form for Works-in-Progress may be obtained from the October 1989 issue of JNM or by calling or writing:

The Society of Nuclear Medicine
At: Abstracts
136 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10016-6760
Tel: (212) 689-0717
FAX: (212) 545-0221

---

35th Annual Meeting
Southwestern Chapter,
SNM, April 6–8, 1990
Houston, Texas

The 35th Annual Meeting of the SW Chapter, SNM, will be held at the Doubletree Hotel, Post Oak, near the Galleria in Houston.

**SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM—Charles Boyd, Chairman**

Dr. Sally J. DeNardo, University of California at Sacramento, will present the 13th annual Ted Bloch Lecture. The Southwestern Chapter Distinguished Lecturers will be Dr. Gerald L. DeNardo, UC Davis at Sacramento, and Dr. Richard Holmes, University of Missouri at Columbia. In addition, there will be other invited speakers and scientific papers. On Sunday morning there will be a special joint session with the Technologist Section, organized by Terri Boyce, on medicine and space. This promises to be an exciting and innovative session.

**COMMERCIAL EXHIBITS**

We will have commercial exhibits with space for 36 8’ x 10’ booths. For information on exhibiting, contact Judy Brockmeyer, (415) 647-4179.

**REGISTRATION FEES**

Physicians/Scientists—Member: $100; Non-member: $125
Techs/Residents/Interns—Member: $55; Non-member: $85.

For more information, contact Jean Parker, Executive Director, SWC, SNM, P.O. Box 40278, San Francisco, CA 94140. Phone: (415) 647-1668; Fax: (415) 647-8392.
Beyond each imaging modality and support service we offer there is a commitment to be in touch with the state of your art...and with you, the professionals who practice it.

Once a year the RSNA gives us that opportunity.

A time for professional enrichment. The exchange of ideas. A welcome chance to learn more about your requirements for tomorrow. And the opportunity to show you the technological advancements and services we have today.

Computed tomography • PACS • Lithotripsy • Linear accelerators • Magnetic resonance • Therapy planning • Mobile image intensifier • Diagnostic ultrasound • X-ray mammography • R/F systems • Data management • Education programs • Digital imaging • Therapy simulator • Uro-radiology • Mobile MR • Nuclear medicine • Site planning • Service plans • Mobile CT • Cardiovascular imaging • Financial services • Mobile X-ray • Preventive maintenance • Special procedures • Health physics • Diagnostic imaging centers • In-service education • Positron emission tomography • Bone mineral densitometry
Although the scintillation camera, invented by Hal Anger in 1958, has been called the most significant instrumentation event in the history of nuclear medicine, no one publication had been written that explains all its major features. The Instrumentation Council of The Society of Nuclear Medicine has filled that void with *The Scintillation Camera*.

*The Scintillation Camera*, edited by Guy H. Simmons, PhD, shows you how to select an instrument, evaluate its performance, and monitor its operation in a clinical setting. *The Scintillation Camera* is also an excellent aid for teaching the principles of the camera to those unfamiliar with its capabilities.

*The Scintillation Camera* will be a valuable addition to every nuclear medicine library, both as a reference tool, and as a convenient resource to answer those questions that you face each day. Order your copy today.
A neurotransmitter analog crosses the intact blood-brain barrier Concentrates in metabolically active brain cells predominantly in the gray matter Provides PET-like functional brain images at a fraction of the cost

Normal brain (top left) displays relatively symmetric SPECTamine uptake by metabolically active neurons.

SPECTamine study (bottom left) demonstrates bilaterally posterior cerebral artery infarction, confirming diagnosis.

SPECTamine® Iofetamine HCl I 123 Injection
For complete product information, consult package insert, a brief summary of which follows:

**DESCRIPTION:** SPECTamine® (lofetamine HCl I 123) Injection is supplied as a sterile, aq.

**PRECAUTIONS:**

**General**
Some primates (Macaca fascicularis) studies have shown marked eye uptake of lofetamine HCl I 123. Concentration has not been studied in the isolated human eye although in vivo imaging suggests the concentration of lofetamine HCl I 123 is below the limit of detection. Individual human variations in pharmacokinetics of the drug and the long-term effect on the eye have not been established.

**CONTRAINDICATIONS:** None known.

**WARNINGS:** SPECTamine® (lofetamine HCl I 123 Injection) should not be administered to individuals with known hyperreactivity to sympathomimetic amines or to those individuals taking monoamine oxidase inhibitors.

**NURSING MOTHERS**
Since iodine I 123 is excreted in human milk, formula feeding should be substituted for breast feeding if the agent must be administered to the mother during lactation.

**Pediatric Use**
Safety and effectiveness in children have not been established.

**ADVERSE REACTIONS:** In a clinical study in 93 patients with sudden onset of focal neurological deficit, e.g., cerebral infarction, 7 patients died within 2 to 55 days after administration. The deaths were considered to be a result of the disease state. Although there was no concurrent control group, statistics from historical controls support this evaluation.

**Hypersensitivity Reactions**
A rise in serum enzyme levels of liver and kidney and cases of anaphylactic shock have been reported in patients with a history of allergy.

**Carcinogenesis, Mutagenesis, Impairment of Fertility**
No long-term animal studies have been performed to evaluate carcinogenic potential, mutagenic potential or effects on fertility in male or female animals. The Ames test was negative for mutagenic effects.

**Pregnancy Category C**
Animal reproduction studies have not been conducted with SPECTamine®. It is also not known whether SPECTamine® can cause fetal harm when administered to a man or a pregnant woman or can affect reproduction capacity. SPECTamine® should be given to a pregnant woman only if clearly needed.

**Pediatric Use**
Safety and effectiveness in children have not been established.

**HOW SUPPLIED:** SPECTamine® is supplied in nominal 3.5 ml vials as a sterile, aq. aqueous, isotonic sodium chloride solution for intravenous injection. Each milliliter contains 37 megabecquerels (1 mCi) of lofetamine HCl I 123 at calibration time. It is available in individual vials containing 111 megabecquerels (3 mCi) of lofetamine HCl I 123 at calibration time in a volume of 3 ml.

**Single use vials are packaged in individual lead shields with plastic outer container.**
NUCLEAR MEDICINE Instruments and Accessories

- FOR QUALITY ASSURANCE
- PATIENT PROCEDURES
- RADIATION MONITORING AND PROTECTION

New! COMP-U-CAL II™
Computerized Radiosotope Calibrator
with Built-In Moly-Shield

Dynamic Cardiac Phantom

PET/SPECT Phantom

Deluxe Wipe Test Counter

Multi-Purpose GM Survey Meter

We carry a complete line of nuclear medicine products

For more information on these and other Nuclear Medicine products, request Catalog M-35
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